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Abstract

Background:
Automatic compensation of meals for type 1 diabetes patients will require meal detection from continuous glucose monitor (CGM) readings. This is challenged by the uncertainty and variability inherent to the digestion process and glucose dynamics as well as the lag and noise associated with CGM sensors. Thus any estimation of meal start time, size, and shape is fundamentally uncertain. This uncertainty can be reduced, but not eliminated, by estimating total glucose appearance and using new readings as they become available.

Method:
In this article, we propose a probabilistic, evolving method to detect the presence and estimate the shape and total glucose appearance of a meal. The method is unique in continually evolving its estimates and simultaneously providing uncertainty measures to monitor their convergence. The algorithm operates in three phases. First, it compares the CGM signal to no-meal predictions made by a simple insulin–glucose model. Second, it fits the residuals to potential, assumed meal shapes. Finally, it compares and combines these fits to detect any meals and estimate the meal total glucose appearance, shape, and total glucose appearance uncertainty.

Results:
We validate the performance of this meal detection and total glucose appearance estimation algorithm both separately and in cooperation with a controller on the Food and Drug Administration-approved University of Virginia/Padova Type I Diabetes Simulator. In cooperation with a controller, the algorithm reduced the mean blood glucose from 137 to 132 mg/dl over 1.5 days of control without any increased hypoglycemia.

Conclusion:
This novel, extensible meal detection and total glucose appearance estimation method shows the feasibility, relevance, and performance of evolving estimates with explicit uncertainty measures for use in closed-loop control of type 1 diabetes.
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